Accessories News April 2018
ANYTHING
Michael Sodeau
OFFICE ESSENTIALS IN CONTEMPORAY DESIGN - Michael Sodeau’s functional collection of office essentials
comprises a stapler, tape dispenser and scissors in a stand. Featuring a plastic casing and available in three
different colours.

JESSICA HANS VASE
Jessica Hans
STONEWARE VASES WITH UNIQUE DESIGN - Based on a handmade design, built and decorated with materials in
their natural state, Jessica Hans’ stoneware Vases have a deliberately uneven and irregular design. The design
collaboration with HAY is intended to encapsulate Jessica’s organic and abstract work in a functional object, with
the sporadic use of colours and shapes making each vase unique.

JESSICA HANS CUP
Jessica Hans
STONEWARE CUP WITH UNIQUE DESIGN - Based on a handmade design, built and decorated with materials in
their natural state, Jessica Hans’ stoneware Cups have a deliberately uneven and irregular design. The design
collaboration with HAY is intended to encapsulate Jessica’s organic and abstract work in a functional object, with
the sporadic use of colours and shapes making each cup unique.

POCKET MIRROR
Clara von Zweigbergk
SMALL OVAL MIRROR WITH FACIAL FEATURE DESIGNS - These oval pocket-sized mirrors feature Clara von
Zweigbergk’s playful motifs on the reverse side. Four different facial feature designs to choose from.

COLOUR CUSHION
Scholten & Baijings
STRIPED CUSHION IN MERINO WOOL - Designed by Dutch design duo Scholten & Baijings, this square cushion
features stripes in graduating colours. Merino wool cover and feather filling. Available in four different designs.

BOROSILICATE MUG & CUP
MUG AND CUP IN COLOURED GLASS - Coloured borosilicate glass is used to create this distinct and functional
mug and cup duo. The mug has a rounder, more symmetrical shape, while the cup has a rimmed edge and
arched handle. Available in different colours.
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DISH DRAINER
Shane Schneck
SERIES OF COMPLEMENTARY DESIGNS FOR DRAINING THE DISHES - A trio of functional designs for draining the
dishes, Shane Schneck’s Dish Drainer comprises a ridged melamine tray, steel plate rack and silicone cutlery
holder. The contrasting shapes, materials and colours add visual interest to this everyday kitchen essential.

GRATER
FLAT STAINLESS-STEEL GRATER WITH TWO HANDLES - A stainless steel grater with three different-sized holes
for grating a variety of foods. The flat design and handles at each end are designed for optimal efficiency and
safety when using the grater.

RAINBOW MUG
PORCELAIN MUG WITH COLOURED LACQUER - HAY’s Rainbow Mug is made from durable porcelain with a
slightly translucent coloured lacquer. Several colour options to choose from.

TEA POT
TRADITIONAL TEA POT WITH GOLD FINISH - HAY’s tea pot features a traditional teapot shape and is equipped
with a plastic grip and lid for easy carrying and pouring. Made in aluminium with a shiny gold finish. Serving only.

ECLECTIC COL. 2018
CUSHIONS IN DIFFERENT FABRIC COMBINATIONS - The Eclectic Cushion Collection consists of a melange of
carefully handpicked textiles. The collection contrasts and combines different colours, textures and patterns to
create a diverse range suited to many environments

DOT CUSHION TINT
RECTANGULAR CUSHION WITH BUTTON DESIGN IN SOFT COTTON-LINEN BLEND - Characterised by the coloured
covered buttons on the cushion, HAY’s Dot Cushion has become a design classic in many homes. This version is
crafted in a premium cotton-linen blend with ultra-soft handfeel and comfortable texture. Available in a number
of versatile colours.

KITCHEN TONGS
STAINLESS STEEL TONGS WITH SCALLOPED ENDS - HAY’s stainless steel Kitchen Tongs feature large scalloped
ends that easily and securely grip a variety of different food items.
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SOFT ICE BOWL
MARBLED BOWL IN ENAMELLED STEEL - HAY’S Soft Ice Series is made in durable enamelled steel with a marble
pattern. The collection has been extended to include a deep bowl ideal for breakfast, desserts and soups.

SOFT ICE DISH
MARBLED OVAL DISH IN ENAMELLED STEEL - HAY’S Soft Ice Series is made in durable enamelled steel with a
marble pattern. The collection has been extended to include an oval dish ideal for fruit, snacks and tapas.

STRAINER
STEEL STRAINER WITH LOOPED HANDLE - Designed for straining, sifting and rinsing, HAY’s steel strainer features
hooks at the side to keep it in place and a looped handle for easy hanging when not in use.

SOWDEN BOTTLE
George Sowden
COLOURED STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE WITH CONTRASTING LID - Contrasting colours make for a playful
expression with George Sowden’s bottle series. Crafted in stainless steel with a plastic screw lid, the functional
design is suitable for containing hot and cold drinks. Available in different sizes and colours.

SWIRL BOWL
TERRACOTTA BOWL WITH HAND PAINTED SWIRLING DESIGN - HAY’s Swirl Bowl is a shallow terracotta bowl
featuring a swirling design in contrasting colours. The marbled effect is hand painted, so there are no two
patterns alike.

TAWASHI SCRUBBER
TRADITIONAL JAPANESE DISH SCRUBBER - Shaped in a ring for an extra firm grip, the Tawashi Scrubber is
based on a traditional Japanese scrubbing brush. Made in natural fibres with polypropylene, and featuring a
steel loop for hanging, it comes in two practical sizes.
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